
Our telepresence robots provide accessible technology for hospitalized children, supporting their education, socialization,

and emotional well-being. There are several ways in which children's hospitals use Ohmni robots to boost patient

engagement and access. Below are some use cases that customers have shared that may help you augment your use.

KIDS DRIVE OHMNI ROBOT

Some hospitals have closed-circuit TV. Kids drive Ohmni
down to the studio to participate in any ongoing
programming.

Use Ohmni to go pick out a gift during a holiday event.

Set up a scavenger hunt or obstacle course where kids have
to cruise through a space with Ohmni.

Alternative uses have been seen where Ohmni has been
used in parallel with dog therapy! Kids take dogs on a walk
using Ohmni.

Just for fun, let kids use the robot to venture out of their
room and explore their nearby surroundings through the
robot’s driving controls.
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Check out this blog post featuring Phoenix
Children’s Hospital for photos and more ideas
of ways to use Ohmni in the Zone.
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Visit their newborn sister, brother, grandchild in the NICU.
Grant access to visitors while maintaining a safe distance.

They can call into the robot to interact with the kids.
Sports figures can dial-in and have robots be dressed in
their jerseys.
Magicians or caricature artists have dialed into Ohmni to
teach kids how to do magic tricks or to create a new piece
of art.
Some schools allow speakers and other teachers to dial in.

Parents, sibling, grandparents

Celebrities or special guests

Ohmni is left in the hospital and called into by doctors to
help diagnose visually recognizable conditions like a stroke.
Being able to diagnose the patients remotely reduces the
time it would take to start potentially life-saving procedures
at any time of the day.

Ohmni has been used at a skilled nursing facility to allow
medical staff to observe all the patients every day.

Similarly, medical consultants who do not need physical
access to their patients have been able to do virtual check-
ins and remotely treat patients without needing PPE.

Children's Healthcare of Atlanta uses Ohmni to help
bring the fun to kids confined to their rooms.

INCREASED
MEDICAL ACCESS

INVITE FAMILIES AND
GUESTS TO DRIVE OHMNI

Doctors at Azria Health use Ohmni Robot to visit
remotely and interact directly with their patients.
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TAKE OHMNI ON
FIELD TRIPS
The Child Life and Arts Therapy Department of The
Mount Kravis Children's Hospital uses Ohmni to let
patients walk their therapy dogs.

Hospitals are pushing the boundaries in the most amazing
ways by taking Ohmni on the road to many destinations.
These hospitals have used Ohmni to let patients attend a
picnics, meet the firefighters at the local station, visit
museums and even walk therapy dogs.

Ohmni can go virtually anywhere and meet with anyone.
Where will your Ohmni go?
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Share Links (For paid Ohmni Cloud Solution Plans)
Grant temporary access to anyone, easily create a 
share links for your guests to log on and drive.

Ohmni Share Access 
You can share access to Ohmni Robot with anyone,
anywhere by adding them as a user.

HELPFUL GUIDES

SHARING ACCESS TO
YOUR OHMNI

HOW TO USE SHARE
LINKS FEATURE

HOW TO DRIVE OHMNI
(VIDEO)

USING THE OHMNI IN-CALL
SETTINGS

Driving your Ohmni®
Watch this 2-minute video for a quick review of how to
drive Ohmni Robot.

In-call Settings
Need a quick review of Ohmni's in-call settings to
control your robot? We've got you covered.

Give your Ohmni some character, kids love to personalize Ohmni. 

Some customers have access to a 3D-printer and link to make their own
attachments like a pointer, tray or badge holder.

FUN ACCESSORIES
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Use the Hanger attachment to dress
Ohmni® with a shirt or jersey.

Create a custom cover to add a logo or
photo to your Ohmni®.

ACCESSORIES

CUSTOM COVER

 SUBMIT A TICKETNEED TECH SUPPORT

Learn how Ohmni robots could help support children at your hospital
and keep them connected to the world around them. 
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TALK TO OUR SPECIALIST TO GET A FREE DEMO 
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